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Similarly, the following twelve books have been largely influential for spiritual seekers all over the world.
While some are more timeless than others, each will likely inspire to further your own spiritual journey.
Asking for what you want, believing in what you want, and being open to receiving it. Since its initial
publishing, it has gone on to become the most successful self-published novel ever. While many have found
the plot corny, the insights within captivate the reader into shifting their perspective. The lessons told of the
discovery of your personal legend, being your one true purpose, and of understanding omens, are ones that
speak to all people regardless of religion. The Art of Happiness: The Art of Happiness talks about the
importance and attainability of happiness in everyday living. This is a book likely to stand the test of time
because it speaks to people without the use of spiritual rules or religious guidelines. For Chopra, success is
defined as happiness and the realization of goals, although success is not limited to wealth. Chopra lays down
7 laws found in nature used to create spiritual success. These laws include karma cause and effect and dharma
purpose in life. His book details the attributes that Peck feels make a fulfilled human being. Split into three
sections, his book talks about discipline as a means for spiritual evolution , love as a force for spiritual growth
and grace. Though this book remains popular, some may find the psychological ideas of the book to be
somewhat dated. Jonathan is a symbol to all those who refuse to conform for the sake of conforming, instead
teaching love, forgiveness, and how to reach your true potential. She visited Italy, where she ate copious
amounts of good food. She went to India to learn about spirituality. And finally, ended her journey in Bali,
where she was able to discover a balance between the two: Even after his death, Morrie has continued to touch
people as he relates his ideas of love both accepting love and giving love , shunning popular celeb culture in
favor of more nurturing values and non-attachment. The four agreements spoiler alert! Easy enough, at least,
that Ruiz later decided to add a fifth agreement: Be skeptical but learn to listen. What books have inspired
your spiritual journeys? Share your favorites below. This article was originally published on October 27,
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Each of these books are ones I have read, and personally recommend to others. A great book can nourish our
soul, and guide us into a new place in our spiritual journey. Here are 10 great books to ignite your spiritual
growth and help you know God more deeply: If you are in need of leaving the noise and hearing from God,
this book is for you. If you want to build a personal relationship with God that is grounded in learning to listen
closely and intimately, this book paints an inspiring vision and equips you with practical principles. I have
gone back to this book again and again in my own desire to grow in listening to God. The Gift of Being
Yourself: Benner Deep knowledge of God is impossible without deep knowledge of self. This book from
spiritual director and psychologist David Benner is built on the foundational paradigm that self-understanding
leads to the fulfillment of your God-given identity, destiny, and calling. Read this if you want to become more
like Christ and more authentically yourself. McHugh As a spiritual director, I pride myself on my ability to
listen. When I read this book, however, I realized how much more I have to grow in true listening. This book
is both prophetic and practical for our world filled with distraction and noise. A Spirituality for the Two
Halves of Life By Richard Rohr For anyone who desires to mature in life, move into deeper territory with
God, and make sense of the faith journey, this book provides deep insight. Richard Rohr writes with a gentle,
open style, yet compels readers into profound, paradigm-shifting understanding. He talks about the deeper
purposes of the two halves of life, and offers reflections on how spiritual maturity occurs. Caring For the Most
Important Part of You By John Ortberg I am so grateful for how this book talks about the soul, a topic that is
so crucial, yet often perceived as too mysterious to understand. John Ortberg does a great job of helping
readers look at the health of our souls, how the soul can be starved or nurtured, and explore what our souls
need to thrive. A relevant book for people traveling on the spiritual journey. Life of the Beloved: I believe that
there is nothing more crucial to our wholeness than for us to experience our belovedness in the Father. It is a
simple message: If you pick one book off this list, choose this one. The book explores a variety of central
spiritual practices of the Christian faith in a way that is approachable and practical. For people wanting to
grow spiritually, it lays out a framework for practices like prayer, fasting, and simplicity, and how God uses
those things to develop our spirituality and faith. I have read this several times, and with each reading have
discovered more layers of wisdom. Invitation to a Journey: What exactly is Christian spiritual formation? It
explores the reality that we become like Christ gradually not instantaneously , and that different personality
types experience spiritual growth in unique ways. What books have helped your spiritual growth? Please share
in the comments.
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